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Project Abstract

Low-code development platforms (LCDP) are software development platforms on the Cloud, provided
through a Platform-as a-Service model, which allow users to build completely operational applications
by interacting through dynamic graphical user interfaces, visual diagrams and declarative languages.
They address the need of non-programmers to develop personalised software, and focus on their domain
expertise instead of implementation requirements.

Lowcomote will train a generation of experts that will upgrade the current trend of LCPDs to a new
paradigm, Low-code Engineering Platforms (LCEPs). LCEPs will be open, allowing to integrate hetero-
geneous engineering tools, interoperable, allowing for cross-platform engineering, scalable, supporting
very large engineering models and social networks of developers, smart, simplifying the development for
citizen developers by machine learning and recommendation techniques. This will be achieved by injecting
in LCDPs the theoretical and technical framework defined by recent research in Model Driven Engineer-
ing (MDE), augmented with Cloud Computing and Machine Learning techniques. This is possible today
thanks to recent breakthroughs in scalability of MDE performed in the EC FP7 research project MONDO,
led by Lowcomote partners.

The 48-month Lowcomote project will train the first European generation of skilled professionals in
LCEPs. The 15 future scientists will benefit from an original training and research programme merging
competencies and knowledge from 5 highly recognised academic institutions and 9 large and small indus-
tries of several domains. Co-supervision from both sectors is a promising process to facilitate agility of our
future professionals between the academic and industrial world.

Deliverable Abstract

This report presents a collection of concepts for mining Low-code engineering repositories. The entire
mining process is divided into operational-based mining and state-based mining. The former outlines
the concepts, requirements, and approaches for mining users’ operational data produced within low-
code repositories, while the latter outlines the concepts, requirements, and approaches of mining models
themselves. This report also presents a preliminary design and results of an initial mapping study on
different approaches for mining and reusing models. Finally, this report presents two approaches for
operational-based mining and state-based mining, where the theoretical concepts, implementation options,
and proof-of-concept prototypes are presented.
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1 Introduction

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a method in software engineering that focuses on (semi-)automatic
development of software artifacts from high-level models [1]. Basically, this paradigm relies on the use
of Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs) to build such models by using domain concepts. As
a result, the implementation effort is reduced due to the fact that the developer is isolated from the
implementation details.

MDE methodology can be used to build platforms that produce actual software such as Low-code De-
velopment Platforms (LCDPs). For instance, tools such of Google AppSheet [2], Amazon Honeycode [3],
among others [4] are becoming popular given their advantage for rapid development of full-stack appli-
cations without requiring prior programming knowledge. Therefore, some of these platforms targeting
the so-called citizen developers, who have no programming skills. Typically, LCDPs provide a user-friendly
interface (e.g., graphical editors to describe the different parts of the application), integration with third
party systems and cloud development facilities. Due to Gartner [5], in 2024 low-code platforms will be
responsible for the majority of the application development activities.

The EU project Lowcomote aims to enhance LCDPs by transferring knowledge from MDE to improve
low-code development, actually to reach a more systematic low-code engineering. The main Research
Objectives (ROs) of Lowcomote are:

• RO1: Enabling Low-code Engineering of Large-Scale Heterogeneous Systems, by smart development
environments on the Cloud and precise integration of low-code languages with new domains.

• RO2: Developing a Large-scale Repository and Services for Low-Code Engineering, as a Cloud-based
service able to handle a very large number of low-code artefacts, and automatically learn from them.

• RO3: Producing advancements in Scalable Low-Code Artefact Management, as new algorithms and
reusable components.

This deliverable tackles RO2 that focuses on defining approaches for mining low-code engineering reposi-
tories to learn from existing models and interactions. The deliverable proposes i) an initial mapping of the
state-of-the-art, ii) describes two novel Lowcomote approaches, namely state-based and operation-based
approaches, related to mining interaction processes generated by modeling activities on LCDPs.

1.1 Problem Statement

The role of modeling in a LCDP is crucial for the development of the application. This is due to the
fact that most likely all the resources are depicted by using diagrams serialized in the forms of models
(e.g., implementation, architecture and deployment diagrams). Moreover, these diagrams are created
collaboratively and interactively by citizen developers. To do this, these platforms provide multi-faceted
set of User Interfaces (UIs) that are designed to support various tasks such as navigation, restructuring,
debugging, and delegation for different user groups.

On the Need for Operation-based Mining in LCDPs. Usually, LCDPs generally lack mechanisms to
customize the modelling environment. In this sense, we present an approach to adapt the environment to
each user. Our approach is based on extracting information of the user’s past behaviour in order to automate
tasks that improve the usability [6]. Therefore, the motivation is to tame the accidental complexity of such
environments by the customization of the modelling environment per user.

On the Need for State-based Mining in LCDPs. LCDPs also lack mechanisms to reuse fragments of
already designed models. In this context, model reuse may help in reducing the effort to generate new
models. By model reuse we refer to the search for relevant and valid models and model fragments.1 Parts
of such models can be integrated (and thus reused) in other models under construction. However, finding
ways to search and reuse these model elements is still challenging. The aim of the proposed state-based
mining is to facilitate model-level component discovery and reuse through automated identification of
relevant low-code models.

1.2 Contribution

We now explain the three main contributions of this deliverable:
• Initial State-of-the-Art Mapping: We conducted an initial mapping study to collect the relevant

approaches on operational-based mining and state-based mining. As a result, we collected a set of 97
relevant approaches. We present a summary for each approach, for which modeling support activities
(e.g., modeling recommendations, model querying, model clone detection, etc.) they are used, the
techniques they apply, the models they operate on, and their contribution type.

1In this report we consider as model fragments concrete modeling concepts such as classes, attributes, attributes datatypes,
attributes relationships, processes, etc.
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• Operation-Based Mining Approach: We first introduce basic concepts for capturing, recording, and
using operational data generated by system executions and the recognized formats to abstract these
executions as process models. Then, by presenting a prototypical tool for mining the operational data
generated by a graphical modeling editor we show the feasibility of automatic collection of data from
user interaction histories in LCDPs.

• State-based Mining Approach: We first present the concepts and steps required for state-based
mining. The outlined approach enables modeling recommendations based on mining the state of
models. The state of the models is represented as a weighted graph based on term frequencies and
stored in a graph repository. A proof-of-concept implementation in an existing LCPD is also provided
in this deliverable to demonstrate the feasibility.

1.3 Structure of the Deliverable

The remainder of this deliverable is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the basic background on
operation-based and state-based mining, introduce a running example, and concludes with the initial results
of an ongoing mapping study on model reuse. Section 4 discusses operation-based mining and state-based
mining approaches in detail, respectively, together with a proof-of-concept prototypical implementation in
the low-code engineering domain. Section 5 concludes the deliverable and outlines future work.

2 Background

This section gives first an introduction to operation-based and state-based mining in the context of low-code
engineering, and subsequently, provides are first mapping of existing approaches which may be inputs for
developing operation-based and state-based mining approaches for LCDPs.

2.1 Operation-based and State-based Mining in a Nutshell

All the activities during the work on an LCDP are related to models. Thus, we have separated the mining
process in an LCDP to operational-based mining and state-based mining since these cover the domain of
mining the work on a low-code repository.

Fig. 1 depicts a generic architecture of LCDP, inspired by [7]. It comprises three layers, namely application,
language, and model layers.

The application layer provides access to LCDP’s applications, e.g., model editors. In cloud-based LCDPs,
it may be implemented as services accessed by LCPD users, once logged-in, via advanced Web UIs. The
language layer is typically accessible by language engineers, i.e., skilled LCDP users that knows how to
create or modify LCDP’s underlying languages and processes. In model-driven LCDPs, we may expect
such languages being defined by metamodels and processes as combination of valid models via model
transformations. Finally, the model layer concerns the collection of design models, typically created via
graphical editors provided as LCDP applications.

Operation-based and state-based mining workflows are defined over this generic architecture and de-
tailed in the following.

Operation-Based Mining. In LCDPs and in their generated applications, a huge amount of user inter-
action data can be captured, recorded, and analyzed to validate or improve the development processes
and the generated application. In this report, we focus on enhancing the user experience of applications
generated by LCDPs. Thus, we refer to the user interaction with the application as operation. In Fig. 1, the
operational data is collected in log files and transformed into runtime models (step 7) to be mapped back
to the design model that defines the application (step 8).

State-Based Mining. With the term state, we refer to structural information of a model, typically pro-
vided by the associated metamodel. The state-based mining process is represented in the model layer in
Fig. 1. The design models created by citizen developers (step 3) will be abstracted in a graph-based model
and persisted in a graph repository. This graph serves as a knowledge base that retains all the structural
information of design models and users’ process logs. From the graph model repository, we can extract
different information to support the modeling activity (e.g., model recommendations).

Workflow. Fig. 1 depicts the scenario that comprises all the steps of the development of an applica-
tion in a low-code manner while leveraging both operation-based and state-based mining. The concepts
and tools mentioned below will be introduced later in the following Sections 3-4.

1. The language engineer specifies the metamodels for modeling the application structure and behavior.
2. The language engineer defines the processes to generate the application code from models conforming

to the aforementioned metamodels.
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Figure 1: State-based and operation-based mining workflows in a layered LCDP architecture.

3. The citizen developers, who own the domain knowledge but have limited coding capabilities, creates
their desired design models defining the desired application structure and behavior. The models must
conform to the metamodels defined in Step 1. The design models will be abstracted in a graph-based
model and persisted in a graph repository. This graph serves as a knowledge base that retains all the
structural information of design models and users’ process logs.

4. The processes are run with the design models of the previous step as input. The source-code of the
application is generated automatically based on what was described in the design models.

5. The automatically generated application is ready for usage. The users can interact with the applica-
tions while the interaction history is being recorded.

6. The event data concerning the user interactions are recorded in a log file in XES [8] serialization
format.

7. A process model is mined from the log file [9]. It is a runtime model showing how the users
actually interact with the application and what specific actions they take to do their daily tasks in the
application and in what order these actions are performed.

8. The runtime model is used to update the design models in order to enhance the user experience with
the application based on what was observed from the actual user interaction with the application
Finally, this step is combined again with step 3, mapping operational data mapped back to the design
model. The result is a feedback loop that can be repeated until the application is tailored to the needs
of each user.

2.2 Motivating Example

Fig. 2 sketches a motivating example where mining approaches can be beneficial for LCDPs.
A citizen developer (e.g., Alice) manipulates her design model(s) through a model editor provided

as a software application by her preferred LCDP. Since the LCDP is logically organized as the layered
architecture shown in Fig. 1, it can offer state-based and operation-based mining capabilities.

If an explicit consent is given, the operational data of each logged-in LCDP users can be collected. In
particular, we are interested in modeling actions performed by citizen developers. In our example, Alice
creates her own model with the LCDP graphical model editor and her actions are saved as operational
data in log files. For the sake of illustration purposes, we show the editing actions on class diagram-like
graphical model depicting concepts and relationships typically used in the educational domain (Person,
Student, Professor) and logs are generated collecting the user id, the modeling action (e.g., create), and the
associated model element (e.g., a class, an attribute, a method, or a relationship).

All these logs from citizen developers using available model editors are persisted in a repository
leveraging a common graph-based representation for the sake of homogeneous processing by mining
approaches.
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Figure 2: Motivating example on recommendations provided by mining approaches.

Thanks to the combination of different design models and logs representing the modification history
of the models as performed by citizen developers, the LCPD can offer recommendation services to Alice.
For example, attributes like postal code and country, as well as methods to generate post labels (out-
putAsLabel()) are likely to be associated to concepts like address. Similarly, the email attribute is likely to
be associated to a person. Finally, more domain-specific recommendation can be provided. For example,
since Alice’s design model concerns the educational domain, the specialized class Assistant is suggested as
specialization of the abstract class Person.

Alice can accept or ignore the suggestions provided by the model editor by clicking or not on the
recommendation tips (blue notes in Fig. 2). An LCDP offering mining approaches can then leverage the
knowledge of its users in the generation of its applications

2.3 Model Reuse: an Initial Mapping Study

Figure 3: The mapping study protocol.

In order to collect and study the existing literature on model reuse, we present here a preliminary
design and results of an ongoing mapping study (MS). We focus on model reuse as the main goals of both,
operational and state-based mining is to provide some kind of model reuse features based on previous
knowledge.

Fig. 3 shows the mapping study protocol workflow using an activity diagram like visualization. It is
inspired by guidelines defined by Petersen et al. [10] for performing systematic mapping studies (MS) in
the Software Engineering (SE) domain.

Purpose To identify and classify existing solutions
Issue leveraging model reuse

Object to support citizen developers in the (model-driven) software engineering process based on LCDPs
Viewpoint from the point of view of researchers.

Table 1: Research Goal.

It consists of the following steps:
1. Identifying the Research Goals (RG) and the Research Questions (RQ). The RG is defined using

the Goal-Question-Metric perspective [11], is given in Table 1.
The preliminary research question (RQ) is:
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RQ: What are the approaches published in the literature concerning reuse of model artifacts?

We expect to formulate more detailed RQs as soon as we proceed in the analysis of selected papers.
2. Search. It is conducted on selected bibliographic sources (ACM2, SCOPUS3, and IEEE Xplore4) via

the execution of search queries.
The search string is designed by identifying and then combining keywords in a logic formula. Two
keyword sets S have been identified in particular:

S1={”LCDP”, ”Low-code development platform”, ”Low-code platform”, ”No-code platform”, ”Model-
Driven Engineering”, ”MDE”, ”Domain-specific modelling”, ”DSM”, ”Domain modeling”}

S2={”Modeling assistance”, ”Modeling assistant”, ”Model reuse”, ”Model recommendation”,
”Model discovery”, ”Recommender system”, ”Model clone detection”}

S1 aims to cover the concepts related to LCDP and domain modeling, while S2 tends to cover the
tasks that enable the reuse of models.
Each keyword k within the same S j is combined in a OR proposition. Then S1 and S2 sets S are
combined in a AND proposition resulting in the following search string:

{”LCDP” OR ”Low-code development platform” OR ”Low-code platform” OR ”No-code platform”
OR ”Model-Driven Engineering” OR ”MDE” OR ”Domain-specific modelling” OR ”DSM” OR
”Domain modeling”} AND {”Modeling assistance” OR ”Modeling assistant” OR ”Model reuse”
OR ”Model recommendation” OR ”Model discovery” OR ”Recommender system” OR ”Model clone
detection”}

A total number of 59 papers have been collected from the bibliographic sources.
3. Papers Selection: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria (IC/EC) are defined and applied to papers collected

from databases, typically reading their titles and abstracts. The same IC/EC criteria are applied to set
of collected pilot papers and the ones passing the selection are matched against the collected results to
assess the effectiveness of the designed search string(s). Indeed, The higher is the number of matches,
the better is/are the chosen search string(s). The two pilot papers [12, 13] have been found by the
designed search string. Table 2 present the IC/EC criteria for our MS.

Task Criteria

Inclusion
Conference, Journal, Tool papers
Book chapters
Thesis

Exclusion

Not in English
Not accessible
Survey
Discussion paper

Table 2: Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The application of IC/EC resulted in 27 selected studies.
4. Snowballing. We performed the snowballing on the selected papers, until no additional primary

studies were identified and 100 additional relevant papers were added to the selected set to be
reviewed.

5. Data extraction A Result table template has been used to uniformly collect papers’ detailed infor-
mation. Duplicates are removed from the set of collected papers (128) Typically, the application of
IC/EC criteria continues on a full reading basis, and if needed, additional papers are excluded. The
data extraction step has been performed on a total of 95 papers. The template of the result table is
presented in Table 3
.

6. Results. The preliminary result of the mapping study are collected in Table. 5 in Appendix A.
In Fig. 4 we have outlined how the amount of studies in model reuse has increased throughout
the years. There are studies on model reuse from 1995 and the focus on these studies has grown
significantly afterwards. The models are mostly reused by recommendation systems and query

2https://www.acm.org/
3https://www.scopus.com/home.uri
4https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
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Approach Summary Task Technique Model type Contribution type Year

The reference to the

approach

A summary that de-

scribes the approach

Which modeling task

caused the reuse of

models

Which techniques are

applied to perform

model reuse

What model types

can be reused

What is the contribu-

tion type

Year of publication

Table 3: A template table for the LR results

facilities from 2006 and now. In the current state of our mapping study, we have included theses [14,
15, 16, 17, 18] and we excluded surveys [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and discussion papers [24, 25].

Figure 4: Model reuse studies throughout the years.

3 Operation-based Mining

This section presents operation-based mining which includes a collection of concepts for mining and
mapping operational data back to design models. It also covers the requirements to abstract several
executions of a system in runtime models along with presenting various types of process models used to
describe system executions. Then we discuss automation possibilities for the capture, serialization, and
analysis of operational data in LCDPs by presenting an implementation as proof of concept.

3.1 Basic Concepts

Capturing event data: Modern information systems record detailed events that occur within the system for
later processing and analysis [26]. These systems record each activity (action) of the users on the application.
The recorded data includes details of the performed activities. It usually includes the name, order, duration
of the performed activity, and the resources or users involved in each activity, among others. These records
are called event data [27]. The collection of event data is the core artifact of the mining process, therefore, it
is of high importance to properly collect and record the event data.
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Table 4: Example event data from a graphical modeling editor application

Case-ID Activity TimeStamp Resource User …… … … … …

…
6824 Create EClass 13:48:21 Ecore U1 …
6824 Set EClass:name 13:48:56 Ecore U1 …
6824 Create EAttribute 13:49:30 Ecore U1 …
6824 Set EAttribute:name 13:49:53 Ecore U1 …
6824 Set Bounds:x 13:50:10 Aird U1 …
6824 Set Bounds:y 13:50:10 Aird U1 …
6824 Create EReference 13:50:48 Ecore U1 …
6824 Set DEdge:target 13:50:48 Aird U1 …
6824 Set EReference:upperBound 13:51:15 Ecore U1 …
6825 Create EClass 14:04:06 Ecore U2 …… … … … …

…

XES Log

Id: String

Trace

Id: String
Event

Id: String

Attribute

key: String
value: String
type: Type

0..*

logs

1..*

traces

1..*

events

0..*

attributes attributes

0..*

attributes

0..*

0..*

attributes

Type

LITERAL
BOOLEAN
DISCRETE
CONTINUOS
TIMESTAMP
DURATION

<<Enumerator>>

Figure 5: XES metamodel

Table 4 shows an example event log which includes a collection of event data captured from Ecore-
Tools [28], which is a graphical modeling editor for the Ecore metamodeling language [29]. This language
was proposed by the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) to design metamodels taking as a reference
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) concepts. For instance, a class is called EClass in Ecore, an attribute
is called EAttribute and a reference is called EReference. Each row of this table corresponds to an
event that indicates the execution of an activity in a particular process instance which is called a case, and
each column, corresponds to an event attribute. For example, the first event with the Case-ID of 6824
was performed by user U1 on the Ecore resource at 13:48:21. The set of rows comprises a trace. For
example, in the trace for case 6824 the user U1 as a first step creates a class, after that, the user sets the name
of the class, then, creates an attribute and changes the name as well. After these actions, the user continues
by doing some cosmetics on the diagram by changing the width and height of the rectangle that represents
the class (Set Bounds:x and Set Bounds:y). Lastly, the user creates a reference, sets the target, and
updates its upperbound. The events within logs are usually sorted based on execution timestamp [27].
Serializing event logs: Nowadays, the information systems produce huge amounts of event data [30].
These applications require efficient serialization methods, i.e., that saves storage space and memory foot-
print. In addition, the data should be structured, to facilitate analysis and mine the recorded events.
In this regards, there are existing serialization methods that tackle this issue, like XES (eXtensible Event
Stream) [31], Object-Centric Event Logs (OCEL) [32], Mining eXtensible Markup Language (MXML) [33],
among others. As a general rule, process mining tools support one of these standards to process the events.

One of the most prominent standards adopted by IEEE is XES. According to its website [8], up to the
time this deliverable was written there are 18 process mining tools that accept XES format as input. Fig. 5
shows the metamodel of the XES format. As it is depicted, the root class is XES that contains the rest
of elements. Each XES file may contain multiple Logs. Every Log should contain at least one and may
contain several Trace elements. Each Trace includes a non-empty series of Events (activities within a
process). The Attribute element define the properties of Logs, Traces and Events. In addition, each
Attribute has a key which is unique within the same Log, Trace and Event elements, i.e., one Event
cannot have two or more attributes with the same key, but two different Events may have an Attribute
with the same key.
Process mining: A widespread approach to improving an organization’s processes is to analyze event data
generated during execution. Process mining [30] provides techniques, tools, and methods for systematically
analyzing event data to gain insight into how a process is performed. These findings are used to optimize
the process which is the main goal of process mining. Process mining refers to discovering, monitoring,
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and improving real processes by extracting knowledge from information systems’ event logs [34].
Via process mining, organizations can get an insight into the usage patterns. By analyzing these patterns

the company can detect bottlenecks in the process and resolve them. It is also possible to notice when users
deviate from the normal patterns [30]. As the normal patterns are usually the most efficient way to use
software and they provide the best user experience, the organizations try to encourage the users to interact
with the software based on these patterns.

There are more than 25 commercial tools that support process mining tasks [30] such as ProM [35],
Celenois [36] and Disco [37]. In this derivable, we would like to highlight the ProM [35] tool, because it is
a well-known process mining tool that has been used in many process mining related research studies. It
contains many plugins for different mining purposes, supports common log formats as input, and generates
process models in different formats .

(a) Example BPMN model

(b) Example petri net model

(c) Example process tree model
Figure 6: Three process models describing the same travel permit process taken from [27]

Representation format: Process models make it possible to graphically depict and specify the execution
of a process. There are many recognized process model formats, for example, Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN) [38], Petri Net [39], and Process Tree [40]. Fig. 6 shows three different process model
formats that describe the same process. Indeed all the models in Fig. 6 describe the same control flow
of activities, but the expressiveness of the three formalisms is not the same. For example, the BPMN
model specifies that a reminder is sent after 48 hours if no declaration is submitted. Further, the model
indicates which resources are involved in the execution of the different process activities. This kind of
information cannot be presented in the other two formalisms. Most process model formalisms used in
process discovery focus on the control flow perspective, i.e., which activities are present in a process and
how they relate to each other [27]. In addition to control flow perspectives, some process model formats
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include data perspectives or organizational / resource perspectives [41]. For example, BPMN provides
modeling elements (known as swim lanes) to specify the resources involved in performing an activity, as
well as elements to model the flow of data artifacts. However, most process detection algorithms only
present processes in terms of control flow [27]. In addition to the process model format and its graphical
representation, many process detection algorithms limit the classes of models that can be detected within
a particular format. Therefore, these algorithms limit the presentation format of the discovered process
model. For example, some important subclasses of Petri nets play important roles in process discovery,
e.g., Workflow nets (WF-net), sound WF-nets, free-choice WF-nets, and block-structured WF-nets [42, 40].

For example, the ProM tools, contain some miner plugins that generate different types of process models
as their output. Some of the most common miners of ProM are inductive visual miner which produces
process trees, Integer Linear Programming (ILP) miner which produces Petri nets, and Heuristic miner
which produces C-nets.

3.2 Proof of Concept

As proof of concept, we have implemented a mechanism to capture, record, and mine the event data
generated by Sirius graphical modeling editor. We have developed an Eclipse plugin that connects to
Sirius graphical modeling editors and collects event data when the user interacts with the editor. The source
code of the implemented plugin is available on GitHub5.

Fig.7 depicts the workflow of the implemented plugin. First, the users create their desired modeling
project and start designing the models via a graphical modeling editor which is based on Sirius (label 1).
Then our implemented plugin detects the start of a Sirius session and starts listening to the events that are
happening inside that session (label 2). The events are in the form of EMF Notifications and they happen
whenever The Ecore or the Aird models are modified by Sirius. The Ecore model contains the structural
data of the model being designed by the graphical editor and the Aird model contains the graphical data
for the corresponding visual elements on the canvas. After that, the captured events are converted to XES
format and are serialized into an XES log file at the end of the session (label 3). In the end, we load the
generated XES log file into ProM tools and by means of the provided mining algorithms, we discover a
process model describing the interaction of the users with the graphical editor (label 4).

Fig. 8 shows a mined process model from the EcoreTools modeling editor which is an editor based on
Sirius. The log file is captured by our plugin containing multiple user interaction histories when they are
designing the Ecore model shown in Fig. 9. The log file is filtered to only contain the main events related to
the Ecore model and the names of the events have been altered to make them more understandable. This
process model is generated with the inductive visual miner from ProM tools and is in process tree format
but is presented in BPMN style to show the flow of the process with similar notations as BPMN but without
the complex concepts that are available in BPMN. Each node of this model depicts a change happening in a
particular object in the Ecore model which in this example is the creation of that object. If the input log file
contained only a trace from one user, we would get a straight line process tree with no concurrency. The
only observed behavior would be the sequential execution of 7 object creation events in the exact order that
the user has created them. But as we have multiple traces for the same process instance in our log file, the
inductive miner detects that some events can happen in different orders and generates a concurrent process

5https://github.com/lowcomote/sirius.process.mining
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Figure 8: Mined process model from EcoreTools user interaction log captured by our tool

When designing a model, it is more convenient to have a graphical representation of the model, with
the possibility of editing through a drag and drop editor [43]. Sirius is an Eclipse project that allows the
creation of such graphical editors for the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) models [44]. Thanks to it,
users have a reusable way of defining editors, for the IDE Eclipse or the web, by specifying a Viewpoint
Specification Project, without needing to be an expert in programming languages, the Eclipse environment,
or its plugin system [43]. Sirius provides quick development of an editor which lets users graphically define
models of different types, either using an existing metamodel or after specifying one for a certain domain
[45]. It would be possible to specify representations of viewpoints of various natures with Sirius, such as
generic diagrams, edition tables, crosstables, trees, and sequence diagrams [46].

These characteristics make Sirius a good candidate for a domain-specific graphical modeling editor to
be used in LCDPs. Fig.9 depicts a screenshot of the EcoreTools graphical modeling editor which is based
on Sirius. The user interface consists of a canvas that shows the graphical representation of the model, a
palette that contains commands and graphical elements that can be added to the canvas, and the properties
window that let the users modify the details of each element of the model by selecting the corresponding
element on the canvas. As Sirius can generate customized modeling editors from viewpoint specification
models, we can consider the generated editors as low-code applications and apply our operation-based
mining technique to them.

As we leverage EMF Notification API for the observation of the changes but we need the XES format for
serialization, we have developed some code to adapt the EMF Notification objects to XES objects. Listing 1
depicts a Java class that adapts the FeatureChange class from EMF Notification to Event class from XES.
The output of the implemented Eclipse plugin is a log file in XES format. Listing 2 shows a small piece of
one of the generated log files that is then fed to the ProM tools to extract a process model from it.

Figure 9: EcoreTools: graphical modelling editor based on Sirius
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public class FeatureChangeToEvent extends XEventImpl {

public FeatureChangeToEvent(EObject reference, FeatureChange featureChange,
XFactory factory) {

super();
put("type", "featureChange");
putTime(featureChange.getTimeStamp());
String className = reference.eClass().getName();
String javaClass = reference.eClass().getInstanceClassName();
put("class", className);
put("javaClass", javaClass);
put("featureName", featureChange.getFeatureName());
putName(className + ":" + featureChange.getFeatureName());
put("set", featureChange.isSet());
String dataValue = featureChange.getDataValue();
...

}

}

Listing 1: A java class to adapt EMF FeatureChange objects to XES event objects

<log xes.version="2.0" xes.features="-" openxes.version="2.27">
...
<trace>

...
<event>

...
<string key="featureName" value="eStructuralFeatures"/>
<string key="resource" value="ecore"/>
<string key="javaClass" value="org.eclipse.emf.ecore.EClass"/>
<string key="type" value="featureChange"/>
<date key="time:timestamp" value="2022-01-05T14:23:06.361+01:00"/>
<string key="proxy"

value="platform:/resource/roverml/model/roverml.ecore#//System"/>
<string key="concept:name" value="EClass:eStructuralFeatures"/>
...

</event>
...

...
</trace>

</log>

Listing 2: A piece of the generated XES log file
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4 State-based Mining

This section presents the state-based mining process which includes a collection of concepts for mining and
reusing the state of the models, i.e., the relevant structural data. It also covers the steps and provides an
approach for reusing models mined based on their structural data. Finally, in this section the integration of
the approach in a LCDP as a proof of concept is presented.

4.1 Basic Concepts

Abstracting the Structural data. One of the main concepts for mining the state of a model is capturing its
relevant structural data and abstracting them in a specific format so they can be accessed afterwards. The
abstraction format will serve as a knowledge base for the entire state-based mining process.

Graph-based repository. The continually increasing amount of information generated by state-based
mining processes poses scalability issues. It is necessary to conveniently persist and access this information
and efficiently access potentially large models.

In [47] Chen conducted a performance comparison between relational databases and graph databases
in handling large-scale social data and demonstrated that graph databases perform better on large-scale
data and have some advantages over relational databases. Also, the comparative analysis of relational
and non-relational databases in the context of performance in Web applications conducted by Franczek et
al. [48] concluded that non-relational databases perform better when reading data. Thus, graph repositories
are a promising technologies for LCDP.

Mining approach Once a convenient solution for data storage is found, the approach consists of the
following three main steps: i) model clone detection, for finding exact or similar models from a repository to
a given model, ii) model querying, for searching for a specific model or model fragment in the repository,
and iii) model recommendations, for supporting the citizen developer with modeling suggestion during the
modeling process.

4.2 Prototypical Implementation

This part presents the concepts and steps of an approach that enables model recommendations based on
model state mining. The approach starts by converting heterogeneous models into graph-based models
and merges them to a single graph-based model which serves as a knowledge graph for the approach. This
knowledge graph is persisted in a graph-based model repository as RDF graphs [49].

During the modeling activity performed by users (e.g., the citizen developer in Fig. 2), the approach
queries the graph repository to compare the models under construction with any model within the graph
repository. The prediction algorithm [50] predicts what could be the next modeling step and recommends
the corresponding modeling steps to the user in a ranked order, e.g., based on term frequencies. The
overview of this approach is given in Fig. 10, showing the steps realizing the model discovery and reuse
based on model-state mining.

As proposed in [51], the model reuse cycle consists in four steps, namely abstraction, selection, specializa-
tion, and integration.

Abstraction. Abstraction is one of the key elements of the reuse cycle [52]. Thus, the abstraction step
is performed by converting heterogeneous models to graph-based models.

It is worth noting that this step has to be suitably implemented for the adopted modeling technology. In
our prototypical implementation, we provided abstraction support for Ecore models6, zAppDev models7,
MoDisco reverse engineered models8, Microsoft Common Data Model 9.

For instance, zAppDev models, a.k.a business objects, are checked (e.g., by adding all necessary URIs)
and then transformed into graph-based models (see step 1 in Fig. 10). Then all zAppDev-based RDF graphs
are merged into a single knowledge graph (step 2), which serves as knowledge base for our approach
and is persisted into a graph database (step 3) for the sake of efficient data management. In order to
enable recommendation algorithms, the knowledge graph is weighted (step 4) based on term occurrence
frequency, by counting how many times relationships occur between pairs of classes. Once the weighting
step is completed, the weighted graph is persisted back, via updates, to the graph repository (step 5).

All the remaining model reuse steps: Selection, Specification and Integration are incorporated in step 6
in Fig. 10.

6https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
7https://zappdev.com
8https://www.eclipse.org/MoDisco/
9https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/common-data-model/
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Figure 10: State-based mining approach for model recommendations

Selection. The first step of the selection step is getting the data from the model under construction,
as depicted in Fig. 10 step 6 ”request” part. If the approach is triggered for recommendations for model
elements (e.g., the user clicks any classes or space on the modeling canvas, see Fig. 2) then the approach
gets this data extracted from the model under construction and use it as a query input for getting relevant
recommendations.

It is worth noting that the approach is currently focusing on class recommendations: a recommended
class can optionally includes frequently associated attributes and methods. Class recommendations can
be domain-specific and domain-independent. Indeed the same classes within different domains may have
different relationships, e.g., a class Manager in a bank domain may be related to classes like Bank, Client,
Account, etc, while the same class Manager may be connected to classes like Hospital, Department,
Doctor, or Nurse in the healthcare domain. To automatically determine the domain of the model under
construction, two or more classes are extracted from the model under construction and used to query the
repository for related model names, which in turn help in identifying the model’s domain. If the classes
taken from the model under construction belong to any model name in the repository, then the latter is
consider relevant to suggest recommendations for the model under construction

In case of domain-independent query then the approach searches for class recommendations in the
entire repository rather than only in models with relevant model names.

Once the relevant domain has been determined, we proceed with finding potential model elements to be
reused. Inspired by the work of Agt-Rickauer et al. [53] N-grams have been chosen to realize the prediction
algorithm. In our approach, we used 1-grams, 2-grams, and 3-grams. All of them are in domain-relevant
and domain-independent recommendation scenarios. When user triggers the recommendations for a class
(request part at step 6 Fig. 10), the approach first perform domain-specific and then domain-independent
queries. A list of all related classes are returned, suitably ranked based on their frequency.

Fig. 11 shows the recommendation step in action. The model consists of two classes Trip and Leg as
created by the user. If the recommendation is triggered from the Trip or Leg classes, the approach checks
for any Trip or Leg class, respectively. Since these classes are connected in the same model, the result is
the same regardless from which of these class we asked for recommendations. After finding the Trip (or
Leg) class, the approach generates N-grams to get all the related classes to Trip - Leg (2-grams in this case).
The approach finds all connected classes with the relationship Trip - Leg within the repository and returns
a list of those classes ranked based on their frequencies. Among them, class Fare has the highest weight
and is ranked/shown first in the recommendation list.

Concerning class attributes, the approach can find relevant attributes for a given class. First, the
approach queries the repository for the owning class, all attributes are collected and returned. Existing
attributes are ignored while the others are offered as recommendations to the user.
Specialization. Models in the graph-based repository are agnostic from specific technologies adopted by
the specific modeling editor and, more in general, LCDP platform. The specialization step consists in
translating the recommendation(s), if accepted, from their graph-based representation back to the original
technical space [54] adopted by the model editor offered by the LCDPs.
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Integration. After the approach has determined possible model elements that can be recommended and
reused based on the inputs received from the model under construction state, the approach proceeds with
the integration part. At the time of writing, the integration step is available on the zAppDev10 LCDP. How-
ever, the integration step is exposed as a REST API to allow other model editors, as those used in LCDPs,
to access its endpoints to get recommendations during the modeling activity. In Fig. 10 the integration part
corresponds to step 6.

The approach and its model reuse cycle (abstraction, selection, specialization, integration) has been im-
plemented in a Java-based proof-of-concept tool called BORA (Business Object Reuse Approach). BORA
adopts RDF as graph-based model format, the TDB11 is a component of Apache Jena for RDF storage and
query, and SPARQL [55, 56] as query language.

BORA can manage zAppDev models, Ecore models, and MoDisco reverse engineered models [57]. Such
models can be abstracted and stored in BORA’s repository and can be reused. It is worth noting that any
other graph-based model can be integrated with BORA12

Due to industrial property rights, zAppDev documents are not publicly available. However, 543 Ecore
models have been collected from the Maven repository13, converted to RDF, merged, and weighted. The
RDF weighted graph obtained from the collected Ecore models can be used for testing recommendations
via BORA.

In order to let other tools access our approach, we exposed BORA as a REST API by using Spring Boot.
By using swagger14 we outlined all endpoints that trigger the functionalities of BORA in a JSON file. So
far, we have integrated BORA to zAppDev LCDP. In order to let zAppDev access BORA (or any other tool),
we had to host BORA encoded as a jar file and also BORAs’ repository in a Linux server.

From the zAppDev perspective, when the users want to use BORA for getting modeling recommenda-
tions (see Fig. 12) they have just to click the ”Business Object Suggester” button on the modeling canvas.
BORA then provides recommendations to the user. Once the user has selected the desired recommended
classes/attributes, they will be automatically integrated into the zAppDev platform. In the class integration
part, not only the classes will be integrated, but also the respective class attributes, connection type, con-
nection name, and also the multiplicity that the recommended and selected class has to the class selected
for recommendations. An overview of BORA used on zAppDev for class recommendations is depicted
in Fig. 12. Up to three classes15 from the current state of the model under construction (a) can be simul-
taneously selected for recommendations. In b) BORA provides recommendations from which user can
perform a multiple selection. The classes selected for recommendation are then integrated together with
all the information available in the repository and shown in the modeling canvas pressing the OK button
(c). Depending on how many classes a user selects to ask for recommendations, the respective N-gram
endpoint is triggered, i.e., one selected class triggers 1-gram endpoint will be triggered, two or three selected

10https://zappdev.com
11https://jena.apache.org/documentation/tdb/
12https://github.com/iliriani/BORA Ecore.
13https://mvnrepository.com/
14https://swagger.io/
15BORA provides 1-gram, 2grams, and 3-grams at the time of writing.
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classes trigger the 2-gram or 3-gram endpoints, respectively. If the user asks for recommendations without
selecting any class, she receives recommendations for island classes, i.e., disconnected from any other class,
within the respective domain. And finally, if the user presses the ”Suggest attributes” button next to the
”Business Object Suggester”, she receives recommendations for adding attributes within that class.

Figure 12: A screenshot of BORA’s integration with zAppDev

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This deliverable represents the concepts for mining low-code engineering repositories. We have divided the
mining process into two main parts: operation-based mining and state-based mining. We have outlined in
this deliverable the concepts for these parts, we have outlined the state-of-the-art conducting a preliminary
mapping study on model reuse, and finally, we outlined our approaches related to these parts and their
respective proof of concept implementations. Based on the performance of the approaches after the
integration part, we believe that these approaches are promising for future studies on process-based and
state-based mining.

As future work, we aim to combine operation-based mining and state-based mining in order to provide
tailored-made suggestions to the user during the modeling process by considering the users’ logs and the
state of the models. We aim to generate probabilistic graph models that abstract the structural changes
done on a model as operational data for each user.

Moreover, we aim at investigating the potential contributions and challenges of process mining-as-s-
service. It may represent a potential horizontal lightweight integration mechanism across knowledge
bases collected from heterogeneous LCDPs, both in term of targeted application domains and (modeling)
technologies. Nevertheless, process mining-as-a-service, by collecting and analyzing user-related data, is
expected to raise privacy and intellectual property challenges.
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A Selected Studies

Table 5: Outline of the 97 selected approaches after conducting the MS for finding approaches for enabling
and supporting model reuse.

Approach Summary Model reused by Technique Model type Contribution type Year
[1] Persists all models in a

single model, and uses a
query catalog to facilitate
the search and reuse of
model artifacts.

Query facility Abstraction, OCL * Tool 2018

[2] Presents a meta-model as-
sistant that is capable to per-
sist different source models
and query them in a uni-
form way.

Query facility Abstraction, OCL * Tool 2016

[3] Presents Extremo - an Eclipe
plugin for heterogeneous
model assistence

Query facility Abstraction, OCL * Tool 2019

[4] Presents Moogle, a
metamodel-based model
search engine

Query facility Metamodel information,
Apache Lucene

* Tool 2012

[5] Presents SAMOS, a clone
detection approach by us-
ing N-grams, VSM and
clustering

Clone detection n-grams, VSM, Clustering Ecore Tool 2018

[6] Presents an extension of
SAMOS (Statistical Analy-
sis of MOdelS) to clone de-
tection on Ecore metamod-
els.

Clone detection n-grams, VSM, Clustering Ecore Tool 2019

[7] Uses semantically related
words to predict recom-
mendations.

Recommendation system n-grams Ecore, UML Tool 2018

[8] Present DoMoRe, a domain
model recommendation ap-
proach based on N-grams.

Recommendation system n-grams Ecore, UML Tool 2018

[9] Uses a DSL to configure the
recommender and encodes
models to a utility matrix
for enabling recommenda-
tions.

Recommendation system Abstraction, Utility matrix Ecore Algorithm 2020

[10] Provides proactive model-
ing by combining six dif-
ferent recommendation pa-
rameters.

Recommendation system OCL, action presence-based
recommendation

UML Tool 2021

[11] Explains how to automati-
cally foresees model assis-
tance based on meta-model
constraints

Recommendation system OCL UML Tool 2012

[12] Uses a predefined catalog of
modeling activities.

Recommendation system Predefined catalog of mod-
eling activities

UML Algorithm 2013

[13] Presents RapMOD, a model
auto-completion tool that
transforms model activi-
ties into complex-event pro-
cessing (CEP) rules, per-
forms partial recognition
and pattern comparison.

Recommendation system Complex event patterns
rules, Partial pattern recog-
nition, Pattern comparison

UML Tool 2021

[14] Uses business process min-
ing and distance metrics.

Recommendation system Patterns mining and per-
sisting on DB, Pattern com-
parison

BPM Algorithm 2017

[15] Uses business process min-
ing and distance metrics.

Recommendation system Graph mining, Graph edit
distance (GED)

BPM Algorithm 2012

[16] Uses business process min-
ing and distance metrics.

Recommendation system Process mining, DFS, String
edit distance (SED)

BPM Algorithm 2014

[17] Uses a design science
method and multi-criteria-
based ranking.

Recommendation system Process execution logs BPM Tool 2011

[18] Predicts recommendations
from the meta-models and
their constraints.

Recommendation system ALLOY constraints, CNF
formulas

* Tool 2009

Continued on next page
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[19] Algorithm to predict rec-
ommendations from the
meta-models and their con-
straints

Recommendation system Constraint Logic Program-
ming (CLP)

FSM model Algorithm 2007

[20] Using UML hierarchical-
clustering with CACB and
according to semantic sim-
ilarity provide recommen-
dations.

Recommendation system Ant-based hierarchical clus-
tering, semantic similarity

UML Algorithm 2016

[21] Search for UML sequence
diagram to be reused based
on users’ preferences.

Recommendation system CB and BoW algorithm UML Algorithm 2016

[22] Uses a predefined catalog
of modeling activities to
match and provide recom-
mendations.

Recommendation system Activity patterns UML Tool 2014

[23] Uses a combination of three
techniques and a repository
of processes for recommen-
dations.

Recommendation system Process context-based
analysis, pre-and post-
condition analysis, non-
functional property analy-
sis

BPM Algorithm 2008

[24] Uses a business process li-
brary to persist all previ-
ous processes (SQL) and
match the new ones with
the BPL for the recommen-
dation process.

Recommendation system SQL, BPL BPM Tool 2011

[25] Applies process mining by
looking at a process log and
partial execution to predict
future processes.

Recommendation system Process mining of process
log, Partial execution

BPM Tool 2007

[26] A road-map on how to im-
plement three different ML
techniques for process rec-
ommendations for business
processes.

Recommendation system Semantic repository Ma-
chine Learning

BPM Tool 2019

[27] Presents a representation-
based learning method to
train the extracted relations
and predicts recommenda-
tions for business process
models.

Recommendation system Representation learning,
Vector space

BPM Tool 2018

[28] Provides model recommen-
dations based on the meta-
model constraints - proac-
tive modeling technique.

Recommendation system Metamodel syntax OCL UML, EMF Tool 2017

[22] Predicts recommendations
from the meta-models and
their constraints.

Recommendation system Prolog constraint solver FSM model Tool 2007

[30] Provides business process
recommendations based on
their keywords and by
adding term frequency and
structural correctness fre-
quency.

Query facility Keywords, Term frequency,
Structural correction fre-
quency

BPM Tool 2008

[31] Provides a heterogeneous
model discovery frame-
work for building business
process models.

Query facility Enterprise ontology, Graph
theory - digraphs

* Tool 2007

[32] Provides a set of business
process patterns that can be
reused through some algo-
rithms.

Recommendation system Process patterns BPM Tool 2013

[33] Describes a business pro-
cess modeling editor, which
assists users in purpose-
oriented modeling of pro-
cesses. It uses queries and
process tagging for recom-
mendations

Query facility User Profiles Process tag-
ging

BPM Tool 2011

[34] Uses Bayesian Networks to
provide recommendations
on business process model-
ing

Recommendation system Bayesian networks BPM Algorithm 2013

Continued on next page
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[35] Provides a data model for
abstracting business pro-
cess data for using recom-
mendation systems.

Recommendation system Data model BPM Tool 2016

[36] Provides an extensible
framework for model
recommendations.

Recommendation system Integration of Rec. strate-
gies, WordWeb

EMF, UML Tool 2013

[37] Provides a framework for
model recommendations,
the requirements, architec-
ture and tool support.

Recommendation system Integration of Rec. strate-
gies

EMF, UML Tool 2014

[38] Provides a repository for
model-driven develop-
ment.

Query facility Drupal content manage-
ment platform

* Tool 2012

[15] Provides a proactive model-
ing technique by using the
model semantics and con-
straints

Recommendation system OCL EMF, UML Tool 2012

[40] Describes how OCL can be
adapted and leveraged to
guide users toward correct
solutions using visual cues.

Recommendation system OCL Batch processes Tool 2008

[16] Provides the integration
of recommendation sys-
tems into the domain-
specific modeling tool.

Recommendation system OCL EMF, UML Tool 2017

[42] Presents an approach based
on a pre-trained language
model for providing meta-
model concepts recommen-
dations.

Recommendation system Pre-trained lamguage
model

Ecore Approach 2022

[43] A structure-based search
engine for heterogeneous
models.

Query facility Indexing, Bag of paths * Tool 2020

[44] Presents an approach for
recommending Simulink li-
braries elements for DSL.
It uses data mining tech-
niques and compares them:
association rules and collab-
orative filtering.

Recommendation system Data mining MATLAB/Simulink Algorithm 2012

[45] Uses graph theory for auto-
matic detection of clones in
large models. Here the ap-
proach is implemented for
MATLAB/Simulink model
clone detection.

Clone detection Graph theory, Similarity
heuristics

MATLAB/Simulink Tool 2008

[46] A clone detection tool for
MATLAB/Simulink mod-
els. The core of ModelCD
is based on two novel
graph-based clone detec-
tion algorithms: eScan and
aScan.

Clone detection Graph theory, sScan, aScan MATLAB/Simulink Tool 2009

[47] A graph-based approach for
UML clone detection

Clone detection Similarity heuristics. UML Tool 2011

[48] A tool based on graph the-
ory for Simulink clone de-
tection inspection.

Clone detection Graph theory MATLAB/Simulink Tool 2010

[49] Presents an indexing struc-
ture for business process
model clone detection. It
is based on graph canon-
ization and string matching
techniques.

Clone detection Indexing, Graph Canoniza-
tion

BPM Algorithm 2011

[50] Uses graph-theory tech-
niques for parsing business
models to graphs and de-
tecting clones.

Clone detection Graph theory BM Algorithm 2012

Continued on next page
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[51] Propose an indexing struc-
ture(RPSDAG) for clone de-
tection in process model
repositories with model
decomposition based on
graph canonization and
string matching.

Clone detection Decompose into SESE
Graph canonization

BPM Algorithm 2013

[52] An approach for UML clone
detection. Converts UML
to XMI. The similarity be-
tween the two fragments is
reported as a clone.

Clone detection Subtree comparison UML Algorithm 2012

[53] Presents a clone detection
algorithm for UML domain
models based on similarity
heuristics.

Clone detection Similarity heuristics UML Tool 2015

[54] Proposes an optimized
path-based model clone de-
tection algorithm (OPMCD)
for MATLAB/SIMULINK
models.

Clone detection Graph theory MATLAB/SIMULINK Algorithm 2014

[55] A knowledge-based recom-
mender system based on
property graphs and meta
graphs. It also provides a
schema for model recom-
mendation production for
operation-based model rec-
ommenders

Recommendation system Property graphs UML, EMF Tool 2018

[56] Present the design and con-
struction of a model reuse
repository

Query facility Domain-specific software
architecture

Not specified Tool 1995

[57] Presents a framework on
how to achieve disciplined
reuse and evolution of UML
model components by reuse
contracts.

Not specified Disciplined reuse /Reuse
contract

UML Concept 1998

[58] Propose a metamodel pack-
age assembly called reuse
and generalize based on
MOF.

Import MOF UML Concept 2005

[59] Explains how to provide
context-aware domain
model recommendations
based on the semantic
relation of terms.

Recommendation system N-grams, Term Semantic re-
lated network

EMF Approach 2020

[60] Depicts the idea of a refer-
ence framework for build-
ing an intelligent modeling
assistant - RF-IMA.

Recommendation system Not specified * Concept 2020

[61] Present a detailed, level-
wise definition for the prop-
erties of RF-IMA to enable a
better understanding, com-
parison, and selection of ex-
isting and future IMAs.

Recommendation system Not specified * Concept 2020

[62] Proposes an approach to
seamlessly integrate mi-
cro machine learning units
into domain modeling, ex-
pressed in a single type of
model, based on one mod-
eling language.

Recommendation system ML Own modeling
language

Algorithm 2019

[63] Presents a plan for devel-
oping an modeling assistant
and investigating its sup-
port to the modeler.

Recommendation system AI Not specified Concept 2019

[64] Presents the integration of
Hawk with ECL.

Query facility ECL, Hawk EMF Tool 2014

[65] Provides an outline of the
main scalability challenges
in MDE, including scalable
repositories and queries.

Query facility ECL, Hawk EMF, UML Concept 2015

Continued on next page
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[66] Provided a model persis-
tence framework that en-
ables model storage into
multiple data sources.

Query facility ECL, Hawk EMF Tool 2017

[18] Presents a scalable mod-
eling framework by pro-
viding a persistence frame-
work, an efficient query ap-
proach, and a model trans-
formation solution

Query facility OCL, NeoEmf EMF, UML Algorithm 2017

[68] Presents a tool
SYSML2RSHP that ab-
stracts SysML model to
the relationship model
(XML), indexes them, and
is capable to query them.

Query facility CAKE Framework SysML Tool 2017

[69] Examines two different
techniques for indexing
and searching model repos-
itories, with a focus on
Web development projects
encoded in a DSL.

Query facility Indexing, TF/IDF, Graph
theory/ A*

WebML/XML Algorithm 2014

[70] Explore the use of graph-
based similarity search as a
tool for expressing queries
over model repositories,
uniformly represented
as collections of labeled
graphs.

Query facility Graph theory/A* WebML/XML Algorithm 2011

[71] Outlines an approach on
how to query UML model
using OCL.

Query facility OCL UML Concept 2001

[72] Investigates the use of clas-
sical Information Retrieval
techniques for easing the
discovery of useful infor-
mation from past projects.

Query facility Indexing IR techniques WebML/XML Algorithm 2010

[73] Studies the problem of
querying UML class dia-
grams.

Query facility Datalog UML Concept 2012

[74] Present CORE - collabo-
rative ontology reuse and
evaluation tool.

Query facility NLP techniques OWL Tool 2006

[75] Outlines a novel approach
to model search that lever-
ages the repository struc-
ture into a megamodel.

Query facility MDEForge, Lucene, OCL,
Megamodel

EMF Tool 2018

[76] Presents a DSL for model
querying and manipulation
- MoScript.

Query facility OCL, Megamodel * Tool 2011

[77] Uses LinkedIn profiles to
provide recommendations
for BP modeling.

Recommendation system LinkedIn, ATL BP Algorithm 2020

[78] Presents the challenges for
reuse in collaborative mod-
eling environment.

Query facility Not specified Not specified Concept 2018

[79] Presents a canonical set of
reuse interfaces applicable
for different artifacts.

Not specified Not specified Not specified Concept 2016

[14] Presents how to improve
the support for modeling
reuse and language tai-
loring by extending the
Concern Oriented Reuse
(CORE) modeling frame-
work.

Query facility Concern oriented EMF Tool 2020

[81] Presents SIMONE-an adap-
tation of the mature text-
based code clone detec-
tor NICAD to the effi-
cient identification of struc-
turally meaningful near-
miss subsystem clones in
graphical models.

Clone detection NICAD MATLAB/SIMULINK Tool 2012

Continued on next page
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[82] Presents a clone detec-
tion approach for embed-
ded systems relying on the
semantic equivalence (not
syntactic) based on graph
transformation.

Clone detection Graph transformation MATLAB/SIMULINK,
ASCET-SD, Esterel,
Lustre

Algorithm 2011

[83] Provides techniques for ap-
proximate clone detection
based on clustering algo-
rithms.

Clone detection DBSCAN, HAC BPM Approach 2015

[84] Presents an approach
for identifying near-miss
interaction clones in
reverse-engineered UML
behavioural models.

Clone detection NICAD UML, BM Algorithm 2013

[85] Presents a model clone ap-
proach used for code clone
detection. This approach
uses the CK Metrics suite
for clone detection.

Clone detection CK Metrics Suite Not specified Approach 2015

[86] Provides an extensible
framework for model rec-
ommendations. Explains
the architecture on how
to integrate different UIs
and recommendations
strategies.

Recommendation system WordWeb Ecore Tool 2013

[87] Provides a model library
approach to improve the
quality of models so they
can be reused.

Recommendation system Graphs, Quality dimen-
sions

UML Tool 2015

[88] Explains the integration of
”reuse contracts” to enable
model reuse and evolution.

Not specified Reuse contract UML Concept 1998

[89] Introduces the concept of
model Library to store the
reused model artifacts.

Not specified Library concept Not specified Concept 2010

[90] Provides an approach for
isolating and reusing tem-
plate instances of UML.

Not specified Templates, OCL UML Tool 2016

[91] Present an approach of
reusing models of different
overlapping concepts but
which should have the same
meta-model.

Not specified Model transformation UML Approach 2002

[92] Outlines the concept of
building a virtual modeling
assistant based on clone de-
tection and matching.

Clone detection ML Simone clone detection MATLAB/SIMULINK Concept 2019

[93] Presents the main proper-
ties that have to be taken
into account for assessing
and comparing IMAs.

Not specified Not specified * Concept 2020

[94] A GNN-based recom-
mender system for facilitat-
ing the modeling process by
assisting the specification
of metamodels and models.

Recommendation system ML, Graph-kernel * Approach 2021

[95] Presents an approach for
reusing type-safe templates
on a low-code platform
(Outsystems).

Screen templates Type safe template lan-
guage.

Outsytem mod. Approach 2021
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